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Message from
our Chair
When I was reminded it was time to draft a forward
for this Annual Report, I was tempted to check my
calendar and make sure another year really had
elapsed since last I took the opportunity to look
back on the twelve months passed and forward to
what lies ahead. As they say, doesn’t time fly etc.,
etc.
Twelve months passing have witnessed many
changes for Healthwatch East Riding of Yorkshire
(HWERY), changes I view as positive and beneficial
– positive in that Healthwatch’s improved structure
and clearly defined aims and ambitions have
resulted in increased involvement with both the
public and other health and social care
organisations – beneficial in that this new impetus
has raised the profile of Healthwatch in all the
communities it represents. Further, as this Annual
Report demonstrates, through new partnerships
and engagements, Healthwatch is now widely
recognised as playing a vital role where improved
communication with our publics is a priority in a
fast changing and challenging environment and, at
every level.
As you will see in the pages following, some new
faces have appeared and new responsibilities
assigned. I have witnessed at first hand the impact
these changes and numerous new information and
signposting initiatives are making. I am proud to
record all important contact with the public has
never been so diligently and effectively applied, or
the resulting reports more favourably received. Our
all important ‘enter and view’ programme
continues with protocols for these being
continually updated or revised. You will read that
over one hundred recommendations designed to
improve the quality of life for many in residential
care have been willingly implemented. Liaising
with Healthwatch bodies in neighbouring regions
and developing new and invigorating relationships
with students and young people are other examples
of how we are working more closely with other
organisations.

Of course, many of these successes would not be
possible without our hardworking and dedicated
core volunteers to whom I take the opportunity to
express my personal gratitude on this page.
As a member of ISAB, the Independent Strategic
Advisory Body, I am also minded of the contribution
my colleagues make in providing essential overview
and guidance. ISAB remains a critical friend to
Healthwatch and we look forward to playing our
full part over the next twelve months with
heightened expectation and renewed confidence.
I make no apology for reiterating our shared belief
that Health and Social Care remain vital to
everyone in this region. In choosing to live, work or
retire to one of the most beautiful parts of the
country, we recognise those services tasked to
ensure our wellbeing are themselves subject to
continuing, restrictive, financial and operational
demands. I remain confident however, Healthwatch
East Riding of Yorkshire is now better-placed and
expertly staffed to ensure the opinions and
concerns voiced in our communities are not only
heard but acted upon to all our benefit.

Healthwatch East Riding of Yorkshire
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Message from our
Chief Executive
The last twelve months have been filled with
challenge and opportunity for Healthwatch East
Riding of Yorkshire. The focus this year was on
community. Healthwatch cover a large
geographical area with many different
communities and health and social care needs.
For Healthwatch to truly be a reflective voice of
the public it was important that we make sure we
put ourselves in a position to engage with the
public. With this in mind we set ourselves a target
of being within 5 Miles of everybody at least once
during the year. This ethos drove our engagement
plans and reports this year as we were able to
gather lots of information from the public and
share messages from the local services.
Prioritising the community was a major part of
our success over the last year but in addition to
this we also overhauled our Enter & view process
which meant that we would really put the service
user first. This revamped process allowed us to
really hear what life is like in a care home and
what Healthwatch can do to help improve the
quality of care across the region. The focus on the
service user not only in residential care but across
the community allowed us to really capture the
voice of the East Riding but put it forward
nationally. This last year alone Healthwatch East
Riding were featured and contributed to two
national reports (What life is like in a care home
& Hospital Discharge) having the ability to
escalate the voice of the public in our region and
put the needs of the community in a national
spotlight has been crucial to us challenging
services.
We have produced over 100 recommendations
through reports and Enter & Views which has seen
services change their practices and improve based
on what the public are telling us.

Jenny Jenkinson – Chief Executive
The year ahead promises to be our most exciting
yet as we build on the fantastic work the staff
have achieved over the last twelve months. There
are always new opportunities to help shape and
challenge the health and social care services in
the East Riding to improve and through
channelling the public voice I am confident that
we can make a system wide impact.

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name
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Highlights from
our year
3000
This year we’ve
reached 3000 people
on social media

25

Our
volunteers
help us with everything
from Enter & Views to
Video Production

59

local services

We’ve given

Our reports have
tackled issues ranging

hundreds

Men’s
Mental Health
from

people information and
advice

to

Residential
Care

We’ve visited

We’ve spoken to

900
people about

Smoking
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Who we are

You need services that work for you, your friends
and family. That’s why we want you to share your
experiences of using health and care with us – both
good and bad. We use your voice to encourage
those who run services to act on what matters to
you. As well as championing your views locally, we
also share your views with Healthwatch England
who make sure that the government put people at
the heart of care nationally.

Health and care that works for you
People want health and social care support that
works – helping them to stay well, get the best out
of services and manage any conditions they face.

Our purpose
To find out what matters to you and to help make
sure your views shape the support you need.
People’s views come first – especially those who
find it hardest to be heard. We champion what
matters to you and work with others to find ideas
that work. We are independent and committed to
making the biggest difference to you.

The East Riding is a large, diverse community
with its own unique issues in health and
social care. HWERY pride ourselves on being
able to record and put forward the voice of
the public in the interest of improving
services.
Matthew Fawcett - Manager

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name
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Meet the team

Matthew Fawcett

Steven Mottershaw

Chris Mills

Manager

Engagement Officer

Community Outreach Officer

Martin Davies

Gillian Perry

Michelle Harvey

Project Officer

Information & Signposting

Volunteer Coordinator

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name

Your views on
health and care
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East Riding College students put questions to a local Professional

Listening to peoples views
Listening to the public voice is at the heart of
everything Healthwatch do. The role of
Healthwatch in collecting this information and
sharing it with services is crucial to help drive
forward service improvement. For Healthwatch to
be truly reflective of the community across the
East Riding, different methods of engagement
were used. This engagement ranged from speaking
and listening to people on the street, going to
groups and events, using social media to engage
with the East Riding online community, surveys,
video and other methods of providing a platform
to hear from the people who use our services.

Working with Diverse Communities
The East Riding also has a lot of smaller, diverse
communities who have their own issues and
concerns about local services. A large piece of
consultation this year has been engaging with
individuals who identify as homeless. To really
reach this group we needed to work in a different
way as conventional methods of engagement
wouldn’t have been enough. One method in
particular that was beneficial to Healthwatch was
working in partnership with other organisations
across the region. For this group we worked with
Emmaus who are a homeless charity and joined
them on their regular outreach. Before we started
any consultation and communication about
services, we simply went on outreach consistently

so that we could build relationships with this
vulnerable group. Once relationships were
established and those individuals identified as
homeless knew that we were working in their best
interests it was much easier and more beneficial
to get some really in depth feedback. This led to a
specific report which shined a light on the access
to primary care for individuals without and address
or documentation.
Spending time engaging with younger people is
always something that is a priority to Healthwatch.
During the year we engaged with students across
the region constantly and really raised the profile
of Healthwatch with young people. In January
2018, working alongside East Riding College, we
started a project with a group of health and social
care students in which we would offer support and
guidance to help the students, research and write
a healthwatch report. A project of this size was
about empowering the young people to take
ownership of their local health and social care
services and really provide some critical challenge
to the services that have their best interests at
heart.

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name

Throughout extensive Enter 7 View process we are
able to engage with the older population of the
East Riding. Our staff and volunteers who go into
homes are specifically tasked with going to make
sure we hear the voice of the people who live
there and what they think of their services. Not
only do we do this with face to face engagement
during our visits but we also send surveys ahead of
time for family and friends of the service users to
make sure we are getting as much data as
possible. This year alone we did over 40 visits
which allowed us to provide around 100
recommendations that were shaped by the
services users to the benefit of their quality of
life.
This year Healthwatch also made active strides at
engaging with the refugee community for the East
Riding. Through engagement events, talks and
training we were able to speak to a group that is
often forgotten about. The work we did was about
informing the individuals about the different
services and how they can access them. It was
found that through this consultation refugees were
going to A&E when they needed to see a medical
professional, however more times than not it was
for something that could have been treated by a
community service of GP.

Working with people outside the
area
HWERY attends partnership boards and meetings
to keep abreast of what other organisations are
doing, and helps to identify trends in health and
social care. HWERY work closely with our
neighbouring Healthwatch projects where our
health services intertwine.

Making Sure Services work
for you
Reasons for Enter & View
HWERY this year carried out over 40 Enter & View
visits for a range of reasons. These reasons
included doing re-visits to make sure that previous
recommendations where actioned, local
intelligence provided by the public leading us to
do an Enter & View, Making sure that service users
were getting the same quality of care across the
region and the biggest reason we did Enter &
Views this year was to identify best practice so
that we could help share this information and
upskill the care homes across our community.
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Because of the volume of visits that were carried
out there was a plethora of outcomes. These
ranged from recommendations to the homes to
help drive improvement to sharing information
with the local Care Quality Commission and the
Local
Authorities Quality Development Monitoring
Officers when we felt action was needed. However
the biggest outcome was the production of the
“Good Practice Guide” at the start of the year.
This report shined a light on the excellent work
being done across the region in care homes. One of
the big reasons we decided to take an alternative
approach and produce a good practice guide was
because Managers constantly told us that they felt
isolated in their roles and didn’t know where to
turn for advice and information. The hope from
healthwatch was that by creating a Good Practice
Guide Managers would take stock of the other
good work that was happening in our area and
start applying this practice into their own
residential care settings.

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name

Helping you find the
answers
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How we have helped the community
get the information they need
To support people in making decisions locally,
Healthwatch have had to make sure we can
approach people in a range of ways which
addresses their needs. One of the most
important methods to keep the public informed
is through our public messaging. A lot of
information comes out of health and social care
services and a lot of times this information can
be riddled with jargon and acronyms that do not
mean anything to the public. Healthwatch play a
pivotal role in hearing these messages and
making sure that firstly we can translate them to
the public in a way that is clear to understand
and secondly that the messages actually reach
the public.
An example of this messaging from Healthwatch
is the work we did this year with three young
people around the STP (Sustainability
Transformation Partnership) in late 2017
Healthwatch paired up with the local college to
get three young people to put questions to a
local professional who is working on the STP.
This was an opportunity to cut through the
jargon and get straight answers about what
exactly an STP is and how it will impact local
services. Healthwatch filmed the interview and
put it on our YouTube channel so people could
hear exactly what is happening to their services
locally and what it means for them.
Another example of our work in messaging is the
creation this year of the Read Right Project. This
initiative is carried out with a group of
volunteers who read documents that are sent to
us from local health organisations before being
published for the public. This could include
leaflets, posters, reports and even strategies.
Our role is through the volunteers to read these
documents and provide feedback to the
organisations. Does the document make sense?
Was it easy to read? Do I know what to do next?
Was there any jargon? These are all things that
we looked for this year to make sure that when
organisations are communicating with the public
they are doing so in an informative and
productive fashion.
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Information and signposting is a large part of the
work we do at Healthwatch. This includes work
we have done upskilling the public in how they
can use the internet to book appointments and
use resources such as NHS Choices. The public
do often call our information and signposting
service looking for information about where to
go or to tell us about any issues and concerns
they have. Our role is to walk them through any
information they need to make sure they know
where to go, make any referrals if appropriate
and be a supportive service to the public.
The public can also visit our website and read
our Enter & View reports. These reports give a
snapshot into what some of the care homes are
like across our region and has been a useful
resource to inform the public when they are at a
point in their lives when they or a family
member may need residential care.
In addition to all these pieces of work to help
inform and empower the public we have taken
part in smaller projects such as Get Online
Week, producing newsletters, The Community
Partnership, and earlier in the year Healthwatch
facilitated a Health information event in Goole
in which 18 organisations participated so that
the local people of Goole could come and find
out more about their local services and put
questions to the organisations.
The information and messaging that Healthwatch
put out to the public is always as simple and
clear as it can be. A more informed public will
only lead to more proficient use of services with
people getting the right attention they need
from the correct professionals. This year
Healthwatch have helped hundreds of people
through information and signposting and
countless others through challenging
organisations to make sure their communications
are clear and easy to follow.

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name

Making a difference
together
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How your experiences are helping to
influence change
One of the function of Healthwatch is to provide
challenge and feedback to local services and
commissioners on how services could be improved.
This challenge could come as a result from public
consultation, highlighting trends and issues or
through using our Enter & View powers to assess
the standard of care being delivered.
This challenge can be through conversation or
challenge at meetings but our most important way
of challenging services and driving improvement
through public voice is through producing
recommendations. When Healthwatch produce
recommendations, services then have to provide a
response within 20 working days to acknowledge
the recommendations. Because Healthwatch
represent the public voice services are really
taking on the recommendations and implementing
service change because of the feedback we
provide.
This year we have provided recommendations to
services because of large scale projects and
reports. We have provided recommendations to
care homes after carrying out Enter & Views and
we have provided recommendations to services
when they have asked Healthwatch to evaluate
documents as part of our Read Right Project.
In October 2017 Healthwatch produced a report
focusing on the needs of working age men. The
report titled “Silent Partners” asked if this
demographic were accessing care and what some
of the barriers are that prevents them from doing
so. What came out of this report was that there is
a huge mental health stigma around proclaiming
vulnerability and as such a lot of working age men
don’t access care and don’t feel comfortable
about talking about mental health. On the back of
this report Healthwatch produced a series of
recommendations to help drive service change. It
was important that we produced recommendations
that were actionable as real change comes from
action. The recommendations we produced were:
1.
NHS Humber Foundation Trust to work with
Healthwatch East Riding to produce and
disseminate a wellbeing assessment for local
organisations to access and use to help support the
mental health and wellbeing of their employees.
2.
East Riding CCG and East Riding of
Yorkshire Council to support the production of a
specific publication for working age males which
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highlights how they can access local services and
support.
3.
East Riding Health & Well Being Board to
add mental health of working age adults into next
year’s workplan.
It was important for us to make a recommendation
for ourselves as Healthwatch have a role to play in
changing services and providing messaging to the
public. Since the report a working group has been
established between Healthwatch and the Humber
Teaching NHS Foundation Trust to see how we can
produce and provide to the public a wellbeing
assessment. This assessment will provide
employers of working age men to be able to
support their staff with their mental health and
open up about difficulties freely.
The East Riding of Yorkshire Council and CCG
provided a response stating the numerous
initiatives that they are rolling out, some of which
were already in motion will be informed by our
work. These organisations are coproducing a
mental health strategy and Healthwatch have been
asked to provide feedback on the strategy through
the Read Right Project. Which shows that services
are getting the message from Healthwatch about
informing the public with accurate easy to follow
information.
And finally we produced a recommendation to the
Health and Wellbeing Board. This board has
representation from all the major organisations of
Health and Social care and we received a response
from the chair of this board acknowledging our
recommendation and stating that Mental Health
will remain a topic of conversation. This was a big
win for Healthwatch as those conversations could
mean a system wide change in some of the mental
health provision for not only working age men but
the East Riding community.

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name

In Spring 2018 we also produced a report called
“Fair System.” This report focused on the rights to
access care if you identify as homeless or have no
address, identification or documentation. This piece
of work was an extensive investigation and included
us carrying out an audit on 51 GP practices across
the region and following up with 15 Enter & View
visits. This was all done to find out what processes
are in place if people who are potentially homeless
tried to access their service.
On the back of the report we produced
recommendations that we felt would help improve
the practice and policies of local services when
engaging with people trying to access care. Those
recommendations were:
1.
East Riding & Vale of York CCGs to ensure
that all East Riding GP surgeries be made aware of
the NHS England leaflet “Registering with a GP,
Homeless Persons”.
2.
HWERY to produce a small card to provide to
the public stating their rights when trying to access
care without identification or documentation.
3.
East Riding & Vale of York CCGs to
encourage that GP Practices clearly display
information that highlight the rights of an individual
who does not have identification or documentation
when trying to access primary care.
4.
East Riding of Yorkshire Council ensure that
the rights of homeless people to access primary
care is included in the East Riding Homelessness
Strategy.
Healthwatch received very timely responses to this
report and all of these recommendations are going
to be actioned. The first and third
recommendations focus on things that our local
CCG’s can do to improve practice locally. Both
CCG’s have stated in their responses that they will
promote the proposed literature and promote the
good practice and correct procedure to their GPs in
their locality.
Again we provided ourselves with a
recommendation as there was a clear gap in public
messaging and empowering the public whop identify
as homeless to know that they can access care
irrespective of their living situation. The production
of plastic cards have already been rolled out to
organisations who work with these vulnerable
groups and the response from the wider Health and
social care system has been overwhelmingly
positive.
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Finally the biggest and most ambitious
recommendation we went for was to get the local
authority to acknowledge the rights of homeless
people access care to be implemented into their
homeless strategy. Working closely with the local
authority has allowed us to achieve this and it
means that the rights of homeless will be key to
driving forward change locally.
On a smaller scale Healthwatch have produced
close to 100 recommendations for residential care
providers this year and these recommendations may
be focused specifically on small scale issues in care
homes, however making these changes and
implementing these recommendations will impact
the living standard ad quality of life of the residents
and people who live in these homes. When
Healthwatch have revisited these homes it has been
positive to see our recommendations being carried
out.

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name

Working with other organisations
This year has been our best year to date in terms of
our relationship with the Care Quality Commission
(CQC). Because of the work Healthwatch do within
residential care settings and using our Enter & View
powers it is imperative that we are able to send and
receive information when appropriate to the CQC.
The primary reason this relationship is important is
because occasionally Healthwatch will encounter
things that are out of our remit to action but
through a positive and transparent relationship we
can share our concerns and escalate when
appropriate. Another reason that our relationship
with the CQC is important is because we can inform
them on where we are planning to carry out Enter &
Views and in some instances we have been able to
avoid duplication or provide support to a home that
are coming off the back of an inspection and want
the opinions of their residents on how they can
improve. I think the real quality in our relationship
not only with the CQC but also the local authorities
Quality Development Monitoring Officers (QDMO) is
that Healthwatch focused primarily on the
experiences of residents and patients in a care
setting. Having this unique position and perspective
allows us to complement the work of these
organisations and make sure that every angle is
covered.
The CQC approach healthwatch for information on
settings prior to an inspection or continued
monitoring and if we have carried out an Enter &
View or have intelligence about the setting we will
share this information. By doing this we are making
sure that peoples experiences are one of the
evaluating factors the CQC considers when carrying
out inspections.
Over the last year we also went in and carried out
Enter & Views on care homes that had been
identified as “Inadequate” or “Requires
Improvement” by the CQC. Through our work with
their services users and providing challenge and
recommendations when the CQC went back to visit
there was marked improvement. An example of this
is the Beeches Care Home in Brandsburton who
directly credited the work of our Enter & View
process as a part of the reason they achieved a
“Good” rating in their latest CQC inspection.
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Healthwatch East Riding are part of a national
network with other local Healthwatch. Providing
information to Healthwatch England allows them to
identify themes, issues and trends nationally that
they can focus on to help make change across the
country. Each Healthwatch share information with
Healthwatch England and at times will be
contributing factors to some their large scale
reports based on the research and work happening
in our locality.
This year was again an excellent year for shining a
light on the work being carried out across the East
Riding as Healthwatch East Riding of Yorkshire were
credited with contribution in two National reports.
Two reports produced by Healthwatch England that
focused on Hospital Discharge and what life is like
in a Care Home featured contributions from
ourselves. This means that the voice of those
people in the East Riding is being heard nationally
and not only heard but acted on.
Healthwatch are sharing information as a national
system to help drive service improvement and make
sure the public voice is heard. Our unique
perspective and landscape here in the East Riding
allows us to provide data and information that is
unique to the rest of the country.
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How we’ve worked with our
community?
Involving local people in our work is crucial at being
the voice of the public. Services will often make
decisions based on “The Public” even though they
have not been consulted or engaged with. The
public and community of the East Riding are
involved with healthwatch in numerous ways. This
could be through volunteers, being an associated
member through our community partnership or
providing us with feedback and information on
issues and concerns that are important to them.
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Healthwatch East Riding of Yorkshire have their
Manager placed at the Health & Wellbeing Board.
The reason for this is because this allows
Healthwatch to be a reactive service and to fully
engage with the conversations for the best interests
of the public. Healthwatch aim to challenge and
support as part of their role on the Health &
Wellbeing Board and work closely with partners
around the table to make sure that public
consultation and engagement is one the first steps
in change.

Our role in challenging commissioners really comes
from the reports that we produce. For these reports
to have credibility we need as much public
involvement as possible. An example of this is
through our report “Silent Partners” we engaged
with working age males across the region through
online surveys, public engagement and data
collection. Hearing these voices and being able to
articulate their needs and concerns helped shape
our recommendations that will directly impact local
commissioning.
Healthwatch are always asking for feedback about
services and its important the public feel they can
come to use to express their concerns. Being able
to have informal discussions and share information
with services so that they can tweak or adapt to
offer a better service to the public is a by-product
of our ongoing commitment to hearing the public
voice.

The relationship and position of Healthwatch on the
board has developed over the last year which even
resulted in Healthwatch putting forward a
recommendation to the board on the back of one of
the reports. The ability to challenge and support
partners around the table is crucial to our
independent scrutiny of local services.
Volunteers are crucial to the success of
Healthwatch and using them in our daily functions
allows the staff to cover more ground and engage
with more people in different ways. This year
Healthwatch achieved over 40 Enter & View Visits
this would have not happened without the support
and professionalism of the volunteers who
participated. We also used volunteers to help us
with messaging, video production and editing,
photography, public engagement, office
administration and volunteer recruitment. Our
volunteers are part of our staff and they have
contributed 680 hours of volunteer time this year
alone.
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Our volunteers are
passionate, involved
and the driving force
behind Healthwatch
Michelle Harvey - Project Officer
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“‘From our client’s perspective interpreters
are not attending medical appointments in East
Riding area. As far as I know, interpreters
refuse to attend appointments outside of Hull
because agencies that have a contract with
NHS are not paying for travel time/travel. As a
result, our clients in many cases do not have
access to NHS services.’ – Refugee Council
#ItStartsWithYou
Healthwatch at times work on issues and concerns
that can be addressed without the need for large
reports and formal recommendations. These
changes often come because of a drive from the
public. This challenge that comes from the public
to want better services is the reason the
#itstartswithyou campaign that was ran this year.

Healthwatch also had conversations with the
refugee community in which we told them how
they can help themselves by making sure their
practices are aware of their needs prior to
appointments by doing such things as filling out
forms correctly and having conversations with the
practices.

One issue specifically that was raised with us
earlier in the year was from the work we did with a
diverse group on individuals from the refugee
council. One of the project workers stated to us
that ‘From our client’s perspective interpreters are
not attending medical appointments in East Riding
Area. As far as I know, interpreters refuse attend
appointments outside of Hull because agencies that
have contract with NHS are not paying for travel
time/travel. As a result, our clients in many cases
do not have access to NHS services.’

Since Healthwatch intervened the Refugee council
have stated that this problem has declined and
more people are gaining access to interpreters
during their appointments. We continue to work
closely with the organisation.

When Healthwatch received this information we
contacted the CCG and raised our concerns. The
CCG assured us that all the GP practices have been
told how they can access the service to use
interpreters and that in cases that we hear about
where this is not happening to please inform the
CCG immediately. The CCG then thanked us for
bringing this to their attention.
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Our plans for next year
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What next?
This year Healthwatch will be focusing on a range
of subjects and priorities to help shape and change
services and capture the opinions of the public and
patients who use services. These priorities have
been decided based on themes and trends we hear
from the public, issues that are prevalent to the
local health and social care landscape, National
projects working with our Healthwatch
counterparts and through direction and challenge
from out Independent Strategic Advisory Board.
In addition to these identified priorities it is also
important for Healthwatch to make sure we
continue to contribute to the strategic work that is
happening in our region. Being place at a level in
which Healthwatch can challenge services to
consider how they engage and notify the public is a
catalyst for a well informed community who can
then get the best services and get the most from
their services.
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Our top priorities for next year

1. Maternity Services
2. Communication to the public
3. Patient Passports
4. Working in the community
5. Residential Care

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name

Our people
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Decision making
For Healthwatch East Riding to fully function as a
service that works on behalf of the public
interest, the strategic direction and decisions we
make are shaped with public consultation. The
first example of this is the structure and
influence of our Independent Strategic Advisory
Body (ISAB). The role of the ISAB is to advise
Healthwatch and monitor the work plan to get
the greatest outcomes for the people of the East
Riding. The ISAB is made up of five members of
the public.
Decisions within Healthwatch are made in series
of ways. Our Annual workplan is decided based
on a few different factors. The first one being
public consultation. A few prior to the plans
development we go provide the public with
surveys and engagement to find out what it is
they would like Healthwatch to focus on. These
could be small issues in local communities of
themes and trends that develop during the entire
consultation.
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Secondly to this we also have an Independent
Strategic Advisory Board (ISAB). The ISAB provide
challenge to Healthwatch and as such will put
forward suggestions of topics and issues that we
may wish to consider. And finally our staff are
constantly aware of the changing and moving
landscape of local health and social care. Being
aware of issues on the horizon that could have a
large scale impact on the locality. Between these
three strands of information the Healthwatch
Manager will assess if there are any key priorities
that come out of the information and start
building a workplan which will consist of
potential reports and topics. Engagement
opportunities and ways that Healthwatch can
impact the system strategically.
Healthwatch have always operated in a wellinformed, transparent and open way. Having the
public shape our workplan is crucial to our
success in making changes for service users
across the East Riding.
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Our finances
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[Read & Delete] Below is a table for you to include your basic financial
information. The headline figure should only include funding from your
local authority to deliver local Healthwatch statutory activities. The
figure should not include funding for other services, such as Independent
Health Complaints Advocacy.
Please also note the annual report does not require the audited accounts
of your local Healthwatch organisation.

Tables
Go to: Insert>table

Table fills are contr
selecting and highli
cells you wish to am
right clicking to sel
table.

In this table you should include:
+ Funding received from your local authority to deliver local
Healthwatch statutory activities.
+ A basic breakdown of how that funding has been spent.
Any income generated from other sources can be recorded under
“additional income”.
If you need to, you can add and delete information in this table.

Income

£

Funding received from local authority to deliver local Healthwatch
statutory activities
Additional income
Total income

Expenditure
Operational costs

Staffing costs
Office costs
Total expenditure
Balance brought forward

£

Healthwatch Insert local Healthwatch name

Hearing what the
public say about their
services is crucial as
who else is better
placed to feedback on
their quality of care?
Martin Davies- Project Officer
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Healthwatch East Riding of Yorkshire
Unit 18, Brough Business Centre,
Skillings Lane,
Brough,
East Yorkshire,
HU15 1EN
01482 665684

enquiries@healthwatcheastridingofyorkshire.co.uk
www.healthwatcheastridingofyorkshire.co.uk

Contract holder:
Meeting New Horizons CIC
The Strand
75 Beverley Road
Hull
HU3 1XL
If you require this report in an alternative format please contact us at the address
above.
© Copyright (Healthwatch East Riding of Yorkshire, June 2017)
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